Ever since its opening in 1905, Hotel Bristol Palace has been one of the most prestigious hotels in Genoa.
Located in an elegant turn-of-the-century palace in the center of Genoa on Via XX Settembre, the hotel is a four-star hotel just a
few steps from the most important offices and exhibition sites, such as Palazzo Ducale and Carlo Felice theatre.
Please find below some information about us:
..Why Hotel Bristol Palace?










The dramatic elliptical staircase with its Liberty wrought-iron banister soars up to the top floor in a spectacular spiral
that seems to be suspended in space.
The renovation works, ended in March 2014, donated new life to the Hotel. Its elegance and exclusiveness have been
blended with a modern and functional conception of the services. The lobby on the second floor and the banqueting
and conference rooms have been renovated using precious marbles and bright and definite colours both for the floors,
and for the walls.
All our 133 rooms are different the one from the other and have spacious and comfortable beds and antique or antiquestyle furniture, ranging from Classic to Superior, Deluxe, Junior Suite or Suite. Our Deluxe and Junior Suite rooms have
been recently renewed.
The Restaurant "Giotto", inaugurated in Summer 2013, located on the second floor in a prestigious frescoed hall
with an elegant and welcoming atmosphere and offers guests and external clients a rich and varied proposal of dishes, to
adequately combine refinement and taste. The service is à la carte.
Our beautiful Terrace, which overlooks the Restaurant, is open from Spring to Autumn. Here, it’s a real pleasure to
take a coffee, a quick lunch, or simply enjoy a drink.
The “Sala del Doge”, with its new look, is the right place to relax. It offers a selection of books which you can consult, a
computer with free internet connection and printer, also a Bar to grab a drink and watch Tv.
The hotel, with its 9 meeting-rooms of various capacities, can successfully satisfy meeting requests of up to 200
persons, in a prestigious and elegant setting. All our meeting rooms have natural sunlight.
Our chef can provide selected proposals in order to meet the most demanding requests for business meetings,
weddings, Gala Dinners, and prestigious ceremonies.

..Why Genoa..?







Genoa, the capital of Liguria, has been nicknamed «La Superba» (the Superb One) due to its glorious past and impressive
landmarks.
During the Columbian celebrations in 1992, the Expo Area has been restored to feature the largest Aquarium in Europe
and the New Marina.
The symbol of Genoa is the Lanterna (the Lighthouse), old and standing lighthouse visible in the distance from the sea,
which successfully joins the modern architectural renovations made by the famous Renzo Piano.
Genoa’s historic centre is one of the widest in Europe. The main square boasts the monumental fountain of Piazza De
Ferrari, recently restored.
The structure of Genoa’s oldest part is articulated in a maze of squares and narrow caruggi (typical Genoese alleys).
Among these you may find medieval churches and the magnificent Palazzi dei Rolli, ancient houses of noble families.
The cuisine of Liguria and Genoa tastefully reveals the character of the land and the ingenuity of its people. With simple
cooking methods, the Genoese have skilfully invented dishes that are authentic, flavourful and extraordinarily enticing.

You might also find latest news from the Hotel Bristol Palace and the other Properties part of Duetorrihotels visiting our official website
www.duetorrihotels.com which includes today the following properties:

Grand Hotel Majestic « già Baglioni », Bologna – 5* L - Virtuoso - A Member of The Leading Hotels of the World
Due Torri Hotel, Verona – 5* - Virtuoso - A Member of The Leading Hotels of the World
Bernini Palace, Florence – 5*
Business and Budget Hotel : Santa Barbara Hotel 4* and Alga Hotel 3 *s - Milan
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